REPORT

State of CX 2022
A survey of the Australian
ﬁnancial services industry

Executive Summary
Providing world-class customer experience (CX) is crucial for survival.
Now, more than ever, customers value eﬃcient and hyper-personalised
experience through digital mediums. The ﬁnancial services industry in
particular has the highest intensity of competition driven largely by a
plethora of well funded disruptive challengers looking to diﬀerentiate
largely based on customer experience.
Our study of the current state of technology adoption reveals unmet
needs and immense opportunities for innovation through the leverage
of digital technologies.
To build long-lasting and satisfying relationships with customers,
ﬁnancial services companies should adopt a cloud platform for
increased ﬂexibility and reduced total cost. Companies should plan to
transition over to digital channels and integrate all customer
touchpoints to create a seamless experience.
To keep up with current customer preferences, this report encourages
companies to implement personalisation as an essential service
benchmark. Lastly, companies need to ensure employees get to work
securely and compliantly in this new normal, while being supported with
automation and AI.
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Current Challenges

58%

56%

Missing AI/ML
functions

Integrating siloed
channels

Beneﬁts of new
technology

86%
Better CX

68%
Better operational
eﬃciency

State of CX 2022
A survey of Australian FSI

60%
Better agent
experience

Introduction
Financial service leaders need to reimagine customer
journeys. They need to move away from delivering mediocre
services to creating memorable experiences at every
customer touchpoint. The transition to digital engagement
provides innovative opportunities for growth.
The report is based on primary research with Australia’s
ﬁnancial service providers. It reviews the current CX practices,
the challenges faced and the growth and innovation
opportunities for 2022.
The report aims to help Chief Executive Oﬃcers (CEO), Chief
Experience Oﬃcers (CXO), Chief Marketing Oﬃcers (CMO),
Chief Operating Oﬃcers (COO), Chief Information Oﬃcers
(CIO) and business leaders in the ﬁnancial services industry
like yourself develop a strategic roadmap to deliver a great
customer experience.
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Research Methodology

Australian BFSI Overview

Current state of CX

Research
methodology
GSN and Genesys, in collaboration with Matchboard,
conducted a survey to better understand the customer
experience landscape within the Australian ﬁnancial services
industry. This includes banks, insurers, super funds, online
lenders and ﬁntechs.

Challenges

Breakdown of speciﬁc BFSI sub-industries
participated in the survey

The survey results were then analysed and interpreted by
research ﬁrm, twimbit.
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32%

Super

21%

Insurance

Lending

A signiﬁcant percentage of Tier 1 and 2 Australian Banking,
Financial Services and Insurance (BFSI) companies took part
in this survey. The sample consists of COOs, CIOs and CEOs,
among others.

Future priorities

16%

Fintech

11%

Wealth

11%

Bank

5%

Other

5%

twimbit takeaways

Research Methodology

Australian BFSI Overview

Current state of CX

Challenges

State of innovation and
disruption in Australia’s
Financial Services Industry

ﬁntech and bank
partnerships for AI,
data, and analytics

12 licensed

AUD 4.7 Bil+

neobanks in the
region

Australia ﬁntech industry with over
800 ﬁntechs driving growth of the
ﬁnancial services ecosystem

purchases through
BNPL in 2020
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twimbit takeaways

Over 10+

AUD 13.5 Bil

Source: Industry reporting, twimbit analysis, RBA Australia

Future priorities

Over AUD 743 Mil

Venture capital investments
every quarter. Neobanks
attracting mega rounds

Research Methodology

Australian BFSI Overview

Customer behaviours
are changing with an
acceleration in digital
adoption

Current state of CX

Challenges

Future priorities

twimbit takeaways

Compared to pre-COVID, % of customers currently
utilising these channels*

29%

Increase in Bank
mobile app usage

26%

Increase in buy now,
pay later usage
e.g. AfterPay, etc.

29%

Increase in digital
payment platform
usage
e.g. PayPal, digital wallets, etc.

*PWC - Australia’s customer banking survey
https://www.pwc.com.au/digitalpulse/pwc-customer-banking-survey-2021.html
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21%

Increase in banking
website usage
This includes chat and email

Research Methodology

Australian BFSI Overview

Current state of CX

Challenges

Top 6 banks* responded
to digitisation with rapid
growth in ICT spending

Future priorities

twimbit takeaways

AUD 135 Mil

Increase in investment annually

AUD 6.7 Bil

AUD 7.4 Bil

AUD 3.2 Bil

2011

2016

8.67% CAGR
*Top 6 banks in Australia, Source: Industry reporting, twimbit analysis
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2020

Research Methodology

Australian BFSI Overview

Resilient banks delivered
ROE of over 8% in 2020
…despite the increase in cost due to
ICT investments

55.5%
47.8%

CAGR:

3.13%

2016

2020

Source: Industry reporting, twimbit analysis
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Current state of CX

Challenges

Future priorities

twimbit takeaways

Top 6 largest banks in Australia
(A double-digit net income ratio, 2020)

CBA

31.4%

ANZ

20.15%

NAB

20.34%

Westpac

11.35%

BOQ

10.50%

BEN

11.80%

Research Methodology

Australian BFSI Overview

Current state of CX

Challenges

Future priorities

twimbit takeaways

Four technology trends
are shaping future
strategies
1

Hyper-personalisation

2

Channel and reach innovation

3

Third-party ecosystem

4

Platformiﬁcation

69%

of Australians
say that when it comes to
choosing a bank for a
ﬁnancial product or service
that ‘having the most
up-to-date technology is
important’.*
*PWC, The digital battleground for the future of banking
https://www.pwc.com.au/digitalpulse/pwc-customer-banking-survey-2021.html
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Research Methodology

Australian BFSI Overview

Current state of CX

Majority of companies are
still trying to keep pace with
customer needs
Most companies still deploy phone and email as their top channels. This
is in stark contrast to the market need where 76% of Australians
*
preferred to receive services through digital channels
. While digital
leaders have been at the forefront in adopting digital, the rest are trailing
behind. This represents a huge CX improvement opportunity.

Unmet need #1
Customer demand makes transition to digital
channels an urgent priority

Challenges

Future priorities

Top 3 customer support channels in use
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100%

Phone

82%

Email
28%

Live Chat

26%

Website form
Face to face

20%

SMS/Messaging

20%

Chatbot

8%

Mobile app

8%

Social media

*KPMG - Responding to changing customer sentiment in banking
https://home.kpmg/au/en/home/insights/2020/11/major-banks-customer-behaviour-changes-banking.html

twimbit takeaways

4%

Research Methodology

Australian BFSI Overview

Current state of CX

Traditional engagement
methods still dominate as key
channels to garner customer
insights
Many companies are still collecting feedback via post-engagements surveys, with 68% using emails while 44% are using online surveys. These
channels take considerable eﬀort, do not have high levels of response
and are not eﬀective in ensuring good customer experiences. Only 34%
of companies are performing sentiment analysis, a capability that monitors all customer interactions in real-time.

Challenges
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twimbit takeaways

Channels in use to collect customer insights
Post-engagement email
surveys

68%

Post-engagement online
surveys

Sentiment analysis of
interactions

Post-engagement phone
surveys

Unmet need #2
Transition to AI powered quality management for
automated engagement monitoring to reduce
your costs and time spent while achieving better
results

Future priorities

Post-engagement text
surveys

44%

34%

32%

14%

Research Methodology

Australian BFSI Overview

Current state of CX

BFSI companies see an
opportunity to integrate and
use disruptive technologies
Current platform challenges
Missing AI/ML
functionality

58%

Integrating siloed
channels

56%

50%

Too many routine &
mundane tasks

Don’t know how to utilise
capabilities at 100%
Capabilities too complex to
utilise
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26%
6%

Challenges

Future priorities

twimbit takeaways

The inability to leverage AI /ML capabilities is seen as the biggest challenge of the existing platforms. The second biggest challenge is the
inability to integrate the various channels and provide a seamless experience. Legacy systems also lead employees to do many routine and
mundane tasks which can be easily solved through automation.

Unmet need #3
AI capabilities help managers make accurate
workforce scheduling decisions, facilitate fraud
prevention, and manage compliance
Unmet need #4
Integration of siloed channels can provide agents
with a 360° customer journey view

Unmet need #5
Automation can help employees focus on more
complex, higher value tasks

Research Methodology

Australian BFSI Overview

Current state of CX

Key priorities that need to be
addressed in the next ﬁve
years
Challenges in the next 5 years
Creating personalised
experiences

80%

Integrating siloed
channels

68%

Compliance & regulatory
changes
Managing remote
workforce
Adopting new
technology rapidly
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58%
44%
42%

Challenges

Future priorities

twimbit takeaways

Contact centre leaders face a multitude of challenges that they need
to address in the coming years. The foremost of all is the need to
deliver a personalised experience. This is becoming an utmost
priority as product diﬀerentiation is negligible and consumers
prioritise companies on their experiences.
Customers today traverse through multiple channels as they engage
with the BFSI industry. They expect companies to know and serve in
a seamless manner, irrespective of their choice of engagement.
As one of the most regulated industries, BFSI companies are also
concerned about ensuring they keep pace with regulatory
requirements.
COVID-19 has also presented a new challenge and opportunity of
the remote workforce.
BFSI companies companies see the ability to adopt new technology
rapidly as an opportunity.

Research Methodology

Australian BFSI Overview

Current state of CX

Slow uptake of innovative solutions
may reﬂect the inability of existing
technology to support AI, ML and
automation.
32%

Utilise on-premises
infrastructure

12%

Utilise predictive routing,
predictive web analysis

48% Utilise live chat
30% Utilise chat or voice bots
Unmet need #6
Use of AI in routing can help improve both agent
and customer experience
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Challenges

Future priorities

twimbit takeaways

32% of
respondents still
use on-premise
contact centres

Integrating new capabilities with
on-prem technology requires
long lead times and it also costs
much more.

Only 12% of
respondents are
deploying
AI-powered
capabilities

Predictive routing matches
customers to the right customer
support agents. Predictive web
analysis helps you to really
understand your customers so
you can provide personalised
services.

Almost 50% of
respondents do
invest in chatrelated solutions

Live chat, chat, or voice bots allow
companies to answer customer
queries in real-time, an easier and
more eﬃcient method compared
to emails and phone calls.

Research Methodology

Australian BFSI Overview

Current state of CX

Improving CX is the key priority
and seen as the most important
driver of new investments
The competitive intensity in the ﬁnancial services ecosystem is evident as
enhancing customer experience is seen as the primary driver for adopting
new technology. Improving operational eﬃciency and agent experience have
trumped other factors such as headcount reduction and increased sales.
18% of respondents have plans to invest in contact centre technology within
6 months, 24% mentioned within 6 to 12 months and 32% have investment
plans within 12 to 24 months.

No plans
currently
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74%
26%
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twimbit takeaways

Beneﬁts of adopting new technology
Better customer
experience

86%

Increased operational
eﬃciency

68%

Improved agent
experience

60%

Improved
customer insights

50%

Compliance and
security
Competitive
advantage

Investment plans in contact centre technology
Within 24
months

Future priorities

Challenges

Headcount
reduction
Increased sales

18%
8%
6%
4%

Research Methodology

Australian BFSI Overview

Current state of CX

Future technology
investments
Communication-focused
Customer interaction is the focus of future investments with
58% planning on investing in chat or voice bots, 48% on
speech and text interaction analytics, 38% on live chats, and
20% on customer survey & feedback-related technology.

Cloud forward
Regarding contact centre software, 44% are planning on
making a cloud contact software investment while no
respondents have any plans for on-premises technology.

AI on the rise

74%
There is also an increase in appetite for AI-driven
capabilities in the future, with 32% planning on investing
in predictive web analytics and 40% on predictive routing.
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Future priorities

Challenges

twimbit takeaways

Technologies considered for the future
58%

Chat/Voice Bots
Speech & text
interaction analysis

48%

Cloud contact
centre software

44%
40%

Predictive routing

38%

Live chat
Predictive web
analytics

32%

Customer
survey/feedback
None
On-premise
software

24%
2%
0%

Research Methodology

Australian BFSI Overview

Current state of CX

Lack of budget and high-cost
are key deterrents for new
technology investments

Future priorities

Challenges

Biggest challenges in adopting new technologies

Most companies struggle to ﬁnd a budget and perceive the high cost of
3rd party services to be key obstacles in adopting new technologies.
This is partly compounded by the low existing internal skill levels.
A combination of sunk investments in legacy technology and inability to
justify a major overhaul with referenceable success stories. There is also
the perceived challenge of long lead times to getting results from deployment of new technology.
Overall, the insights reveal that the challenge is less about technology
and more about the ability to justify a solid business case.

74%

Cost of 3rd party
services

40%

No budget
allocations

40%

Low internal skill
levels
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32%

Few identiﬁable
success stories

26%

Long lead times to
result

24%

Lack of business
case

22%

Other reasoning
Lack of support
from the Board
Fear of the
unknown
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20%
14%
8%

Research Methodology

Australian BFSI Overview

Current state of CX

Challenges

Future priorities

twimbit takeaways

twimbit takeaways:

5 key priorities to address the unmet needs

1

2

Adopt cloud as a foundational
platform

Companies need to migrate and adopt cloud-based solutions as a matter
of priority. Cloud will:
• reduce the initial budget outlay and total cost of ownership
• make it easy to integrate new technologies and third- party applications
• support easy transition and requires minimal customisation

74%
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Transition to digital
ﬁrst

Consumers are embracing digital ﬁrst approach to connect with their
providers. Digital enables companies to achieve a lower cost to serve and
helps improve engagement rates. It is important to meet customers in their
channel of choice and support them as they traverse from one channel to
another.

Research Methodology

Australian BFSI Overview

Current state of CX

Challenges

Future priorities

twimbit takeaways

twimbit takeaways:

5 key ﬁndings to address the unmet needs

3

4

Integrate diﬀerent
touchpoints

Being able to integrate diﬀerent customer
touchpoints under a single platform will provide
employees the necessary real-time and
contextual data to oﬀer personalised services
for your customers.

Hyper-personalisation is now becoming an essential benchmark for every ﬁnancial service
provider. Leverage of technologies such as AI &
ML helps deliver personalisation at scale.
Best-in-class companies achieve high levels of
automation rate in excess of 30 percent by
leveraging chatbots.

74%
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Deliver on
personalisation

5

Improve agent
experience with
remote access,
automation and AI

Remote access for employees in a secure and
compliant manner has become a pre-requisite
in the new normal. Automation will help to
reduce repetitive tasks. When combined with
predictive insights, it will transform the ability of
an agent to deliver great CX.

GSN has been pioneers in Cloud Contact Centre solutions in Australia and
New Zealand, since 2003. GSN delivers innovative technology to help
businesses engage customers, empower teams and enable continuous
improvement.

twimbit aims to produce exponential impact for every business and career
through the power of research. We understand the industry and we are the
catalysts to bring a fresh new perspective to you.

Connect with us

Every year, Genesys® orchestrates more than 70 billion remarkable customer experiences for organisations in more
than 100 countries. Through the power of our cloud, digital and AI technologies, organisations can realise Experience as
a Service℠, our vision for empathetic customer experiences at scale. With Genesys, organisations have the power to
deliver proactive, predictive, and hyper personalised experiences to deepen their customer connection across every
marketing, sales, and service moment on any channel, while also improving employee productivity and engagement. By
transforming back-oﬃce technology to a modern revenue velocity engine Genesys enables true intimacy at scale to
foster customer trust and loyalty.

